2020 Medal Winners from the Northwest Region

**Advertising Design**
Gold - Joseph Malick, EHOVE Career Center
Silver - Ryleigh Hasenhaur, Toledo School for the Arts
Bronze - Hannah Tucker-Gaoiran, Four County Career Center

**Architectural Drafting**
Gold - Trinity Anthony, Four County Career Center
Silver - Georgia Stinson, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Alex Taylor, Clay High School

**Automotive Refinishing**
Gold - Seth Pine, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Silver - Jordan Gilsdorf, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Alyssa Strain, Four County Career Center

**Automotive Service**
Gold - Daniel Mattimo, Penta Career Center
Silver - Anthony Nye, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Bronze - Drew Biederman, Tri-Rivers Career Center

**Basic Health Care Skills**
Gold - Bethany Roberts, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Silver - Angelina Puente, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Bronze - Mackenzie Bussey, Tri-Rivers Career Center

**Carpentry**
Gold - Matthew Sayers, Tri-Rivers Career Center
Silver - Mark Rice, Vantage Career Center
Bronze - Jeffery Flory, Jr., Penta Career Center

**CNC Milling**
Gold - Gage Myers, EHOVE Career Center
Silver - Matthew Coates, Jr., Penta Career Center
Bronze - Cameron Kollar, Four County Career Center
CNC Technician
Gold - Jacob Rose, Vantage Career Center
Silver - Zachary Barney, Madison Comprehensive High School
Bronze - Lincoln Bockbrader, Penta Career Center

CNC Turning
Gold - Trevor Siefker, Vantage Career Center
Silver - Brandon Liggett, Madison Comprehensive High School
Bronze - Liam Finn, Penta Career Center

Collision Repair
Gold - Micah Solomon, Penta Career Center
Silver - Charles Foltz-Luikart, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Bronze - Robert Hobart, Vantage Career Center

Cosmetology
Gold - Gabriella Clark, Sandusky High School
Silver - Jenna Lewis, Millstream Career Center
Bronze - Emily Nelson, Penta Career Center

Crime Scene Investigation
Gold - Ronee Peterson Loftis, Morgan Perkins and James Struffoline, Penta Career Center
Silver - Ethan Hedrick, Orchid Parsons and Nicole Thomas, Pioneer CTC
Bronze - Colton Company, Chloe Gibson and Mark Motil, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus

Criminal Justice
Gold - Melanne Lindner, EHOVE Career Center
Silver - Wyatt Stanfield, Pioneer CTC
Bronze - Megan Didion, Penta Career Center

Customer Service
Gold - Luke Silva, Clay High School
Silver - John Emch, II, Lima Sr. High School
Bronze - Addyson Kessler, EHOVE Career Center
Electrical Construction Wiring
Gold - Brock Firstenberger, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Silver - Lance Young, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Bronze - Daniel Smith, EHOVE Career Center

Esthetics
Gold - Regan Bower and Analisa Clarke, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Silver - Selena Shipley and Gabriela Neal, Tri-Rivers Career Center
Bronze - Riley Bland and Monica Wollf, EHOVE Career Center

Extemporaneous Speaking
Gold - Ashley Brickner, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Silver - Violet Taylor, Vantage Career Center
Bronze - Jasper Purcell, Four County Career Center

First Aid/CPR
Gold - Keonna Smith, Penta Career Center
Silver - Abbey Mackay, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Gabrielle Bishop, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus

Health Knowledge Bowl
Gold - Sarah Brodman, Erika Gonzales, Hallee Roby and Hailey Welly, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Silver - Madison Brauer, Harmony Lee, Kaylee Porter and Amber Willey, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Bronze - Dalainey Clark, Madison Herman, Madison Jors and Olivia Strausbaugh, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus

Industrial Motor Control
Gold - Bryan Gillispie, EHOVE Career Center
Silver - Andrew Slone, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Bronze - Carter Lutes, Clay High School

Information Technology Services
Gold - Adam Dirnberg, EHOVE Career Center
Silver - Duncan Russell, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Nathaniel Ziebold, Penta Career Center
Job Interview
Gold - Jalynn Greer, Penta Career Center
Silver - Daniel Rengert, Tri-Rivers Career Center
Bronze - Leah Boggs, Madison Comprehensive High School

Job Skill Demo A
Gold - Jarrett Ollervides, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Silver - Dylan Trowbridge, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Devon Williams, Four County Career Center

Job Skill Demo Open
Gold - Camryn Schornak, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Silver - Jordan Martin, Tri-Rivers Career Center
Bronze - Mikayla Myers, EHOVE Career Center

Medical Math
Gold - Miyu Uchiyama, Millstream Career Center
Silver - Madison Garcia, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Bronze - Giselle Perez, Tri-Rivers Career Center

Medical Terminology
Gold - Mary Paengrord, Penta Career Center
Silver - Courtney Brown, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Mariana Alejandro, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus

Nail Care
Gold - Madison Lemons and Zacarriha Arias, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Silver - Noah Garza and Virginia Bear, Four County Career Center
Bronze - Calloway Luke and Mia Leal, Millstream Career Center

Nurse Assisting
Gold - Morgan Michael, Penta Career Center
Silver - Amber Mugler, Penta Career Center
Bronze - Scott Beier, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus

Photography
Gold - Trystin Miklovic-Inbody, Penta Career Center
Silver - Brooke Bleile, EHOVE Career Center
Bronze - Aaliyah Spears, Tri-Rivers Career Center
Prepared Speech
Gold - Marissa Pendrey, Penta Career Center
Silver - Trinity Saxton, Four County Career Center
Bronze - Andrea Sewell, Millstream Career Center

Promotional Bulletin Board
Gold - Kelli Byrne, Wyatt Quaintance and Devin Upton, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Silver - Elizabeth Jackson, Chloe Limberios and Maria Martinez, EHOVE Career Center
Bronze - Cecilia Martinez, Valerie Roche and Mandy Sprowls, EHOVE Career Center

Related Technical Math
Gold - Caleb Krolak, Toledo Technology Academy
Silver - David Hershey, Bowsher High School
Bronze - Ronald Thompson, Madison Comprehensive High School

TeamWorks
Gold - Joshua Nye, Eric Theis, Jacob Theis and Nicholas Zoeller, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Sentinel Campus
Silver - Levi Cooper, Mitchel Delventhal, Kyle Waggoner and Braden Ward, Vanguard-Sentinel CTC/Vanguard Campus
Bronze - Brett Birt, Jonathon Byczynski, Matthew Much and Dustin Young, Penta Career Center

Technical Drafting
Gold - Hunter Robinson, EHOVE Career Center
Silver - Harley Schwarz, Four County Career Center
Bronze - Alexis Mayo, Penta Career Center

Welding
Gold - Dalton Yost, Penta Career Center
Silver - Jacksyn Nichols, Vantage Career Center
Bronze - Carter Jacobs, Penta Career Center

Welding Fabrication
Gold - Tanner Mathewson, John Pseekos and MaKenna Suever, Vantage Career Center
Silver - Owen Austin, Benjamin Chaffee and Lukas Moyer, EHOVE Career Center
Bronze - Brady Seitz, Carson Klingel and Garrett Padovano, Tri-Rivers Career Center